2017 Accessories

Drumming is much more than a hobby − it is a lifestyle.
Whether you play in local clubs, tour big arenas or just
play at home, chances are that drumming is a key part
of your life − as it is for all of us at SABIAN. In fact, we
created SABIAN Performance Accessories specifically to
seek out new ways to make your drumming life better.
SPA is all about innovation focused on solving real world
problems, and this philosophy is at the core of every
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one of our products. Our gig bags protect your gear
and make moving your kit faster and more efficient.
Our Beat Brushes add more to your sonic options and
expressiveness. And the SABIAN Sound Kit is the first
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drum-specific amplification solution designed to sound
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great without requiring an audio expert…whether you
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use it for practice, live performance, or home recording.
On the pages that follow you will find many more
innovations designed specifically for drummers. We look
forward to supporting you and your drumming life.

CYMBAL BAGS
Pro 24 Vintage Cymbal Bag
This 24" bag is designed for players that want to get in and
out of the gig quickly. It accommodates up to a 24" cymbal and
features our Fast Hat Pocket allowing you to leave the hi-hat
clutch on. It is on wheels, with a new extra wide wheelbase and
includes a deluxe retractable handle. Gig smoothly!

Pro 24 Vintage Cymbal Bag
Vintage Brown
P24VBWN.................24"

Pro 22 Cymbal Bag
The Pro 22 delivers speed and convenience thanks
to its wheels and Fast Hat Pocket. It also provides
a special level of protection to your cymbals with
SABIAN’s Edge Protect construction. You and
your cymbals deserve this.

Pro 22 Cymbal Bag
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SPRO22......................22"

Hi-hat with clutch attached
Built-in clutch support

NEVER REMOVE YOUR HI-HAT CLUTCH AGAIN!
Fast Hat Pocket Patent Pending
No more fumbling and lost clutches! Our Fast Hat Pocket
completely eliminates the need to remove your Hi-Hat clutch.
The top Hi-Hat slips right into the bag, protecting your Hats and
making setup and teardown faster and easier.
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Fast 22 Cymbal Bag
Get in and out of the gig fast. With the Fast 22 you can enjoy the
speed provided by the Fast Hat Pocket. Then use the comfort straps,
strap it on and you're out.

Fast 22 Cymbal Bag - Black

Fast 22 Cymbal Bag Vintage Brown

SFAST22....................22"

Fast 22 Bold Cymbal Bag - Plaid

F22VBWN.................22"

F22BPD......................22"

Comfort Straps
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Classic 24 Cymbal Bag
Keep it simple with this classic bag in Vintage Brown Faux
Leather or Heathered Black. Fits up to 24" cymbals.

Classic 24 Cymbal Bag
Heathered Black......C24HBK

Classic 24 Cymbal Bag

Vintage Brown.........C24VBWN
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CYMBAL BAGS
Quick 22 Cymbal Bag
The new Quick 22 is a high quality backpack
bag that has a new value price point. The
well-padded straps allow you to get in and
out of the gig quickly and comfortably.

Quick 22 Cymbal Bag
QCB22

Basic Cymbal Bag
This nylon bag protects cymbals up to 22".

Standard Cymbal Bag
This nylon bag is foam-padded to protect cymbals up
to 22". An adjustable shoulder strap is included.

Basic Cymbal Bag
61035..........................22”

Standard Cymbal Bag
61008.........................22”
61014...........................24”

BacPac Cymbal Bag
With its unique wear-on-your-back
feature and tough construction, BacPac
is the most effective and durable cymbal
bag available. Holds cymbals up to 22".

BacPac Cymbal Bag
61016..........................22"
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See it flip at
StickFlip.me

THE STICK BAG THAT STANDS!
Stick Flip Bag Patent Pending
A stick bag that stands! The versatile SABIAN Stick Flip starts out as a drumstick bag, then
unzips, flips, and morphs into a drumstick holder – making transport a breeze!
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The Stick Flip morphs from drumstick bag to drumstick holder with our proprietary Flip design.
The transformation is quick and smooth – no snaps or special connections required. During the
gig, it sits right next to you, putting spare sticks within arm’s reach. When the gig is over, it
quickly folds back into a stick bag and you’re ready for the next show.

Stick Flip Bag
SSF11...........................Black with Gray
SSF12..........................Black with Red

FREE
YOUR
FLOOR
TOM!
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STICK BAGS
Arena Stick Bag
The Arena stick bag has extra room for extra sticks.
The new styling includes brown accents.

Arena Stick Bag
AS1BB

Express Stick Bag
This basic lightweight gig bag is perfect for
those gigs where you just need a few pairs
of sticks. Includes larger external pocket.

Express Stick Bag
EXS1BG
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The 360
It stands up, straps on, opens up and
lays flat – all of that in one handy stick
bag. The 360 holds plenty of sticks and
can be used standing up, attached to
your setup or laid out on a stand.

The 360 Stick Bag
SSB360

The 362
Based on our popular 360 stick bag, the
362 is an expanded version specifically
designed to hold more. This is ideal for
drummers and percussionists that need to
carry mallets and extra sticks.

The 362 Stick Bag
SSB362
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Quick Stick Bag
This expansive bag has room for lots of sticks
and mallets, plus all of your tools and stuff.

Quick Stick Bag
QS1HBK......................Heathered Black
QS1PD.........................Plaid
QS1VBWN.................Vintage Brown
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STICK BAGS
Economy Stick Bag

Standard Stick Bag

This simple and lightweight stick bag is available
in classic black and attaches to floor toms or other
items with a dual-hook system.

Our Standard Stick Bag is a quality bag for sticks and
includes a generous extra pocket for accessories.

Economy Stick Bag

Standard Stick Bag
61142

61144

Premium Stick Bag
With five stick pockets and a wider design, the
Premium Stick Bag allows you to carry additional sticks
and mallets. Made of cordura, it is durable and has
multiple accessory pockets and a detachable shoulder
strap so you are ready for any gig.

Premium Stick Bag
61143

Quick Pouch (2 pack)
Add more pockets to your bags with the Quick Pouch. Made
specifically for the SABIAN 360 and 362 high capacity stick
bags, the Quick Pouch can attach to anything with velcro.
Includes two.

Quick Pouch (2 pack)
QPOUCH
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Fast Pedal Bag
The Fast Pedal Bag gets you in and out of a gig
with speed by storing your pedal without taking it
apart. This pedal bag pairs perfectly with the Pro
22 and Pro 24 cymbal bags. A convenient strap
on the back of the pedal bag slides over the Pro
handle for secure and easy travel.

Fast Pedal Bag
FPEDAL

SABIAN Gig Sack
This lightweight, go anywhere, do anything gig
sack is a perfect accessory for any drummer.

SABIAN Gig Sack
GIGSACK
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THE SIMPLEST SOLUTION
FOR GREAT DRUM SOUNDS

Built-in reference recorder allowing you
to listen back to what you play.

Practice or play with your music,
backing track or a click.

Microphones
Also Available
Separately:
SABIAN Dynamic
Kick Drum Mic

SABIAN Cymbal-Optimized
Matched Pair Overhead Mics

SK1

SOH2

SOUND SOLUTIONS
SABIAN Sound Kit
The SABIAN Sound Kit is the first drum-specific complete audio solution. It includes a mixer, kick mic and a
pair of overheads. This is the ideal solution for small clubs, churches and practice. Check out the videos and
additional information to learn more about this simple solution for great drum sounds.

SABIAN Sound Kit Complete Solution
SSKIT

Special kick mic and channel
makes that great kick sound easy.

Matched overhead mics are designed
to deliver a stereo imaged drum sound.

SEE AND HEAR THE SOUND KIT AT
SABIANSoundKit.com

STICKY
BACK

Grip Disc Practice Pad
Practicing your paradiddles just got a whole lot easier. The Grip Disc from SABIAN Performance Accessories
allows you to practice anywhere, any time, on almost any surface. The secret is the Grip Disc’s sticky back
technology, which allows you to place the Grip Disc on a surface, play, and lift up again without leaving any
unsightly marks. If the Grip Disc gets dirty…no sweat. It can be easily washed off and is ready again to stick
and play. At 6” diameter, the Grip Disc is easily transportable. Just put it in your stick bag and GO!

Grip Disc Practice Pad
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GRIPDISC
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PRACTICE PADS

Quiet Tone Mesh

Quiet Tone Classic

Quiet Tone Practice Pads
Practice silently and with a real drum feel
with Quiet Tone. Use on a table top or
snare stand or place on top of a drum.

Quiet Tone Classic
With a real drum head and a special mute design this delivers
a real drum feel including a real hoop.
QT-10SD....................10" Snare
QT-14SD.....................14" Snare

Quiet Tone Mesh

Equipped with a specially developed mesh head, we closely
replicate a real drum feel in a new lighter weight, lower cost
Quiet Tone option.
QTM10........................10"
QTM14........................14"
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Beat Brushes
Delivers high quality traditional brush
performance, but with new sounds, accents
and dynamics thanks to the unique beat ball.
Adds multiple new cymbal playing options
not achievable with regular brushes.

Beat Brushes
BEATB

UNIQUE BALL DESIGN
FOR EXTRA ATTACK
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PARTS & ACCESSORIES

Cymbal Cleaner
Environmentally friendly ph-balanced liquid
designed for use with all SABIAN cymbals from
B8 through Hand Hammered, and both natural
and brilliant finishes.

Cymbal Cleaner
SSSC1
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 ore Accessories:
M
Flat Key
FKEY

Sphere Ratchet Drum Key
SSRAT

Drumhead Repair Kit

Drum Key Trio Bundle
It seems you never have a drum key when you need one.
With the SABIAN Drum Key Bundle you will in fact have
three. In the bundle you get one standard key, a speed key
for those fast head changes and a deluxe ratchet key.

Drum Key Trio Bundle

REPAIR

Sabian Logo Renewal Kit
LOGO

Crisis Kit
CRISIS

Felt Pack
FELT-PACK

SDKB

Sabian Drum Key
61011
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SABIAN

219 Main Street
Meductic, NB, Canada E6H 2L5
Tel. 506-272-2019
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